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WEEKLY SI.00 A YEAR. Me 
Ge Founded by the late Onaxcr Jupp, and now Edited by hisSon \Z Za)” AS 

JAMES STRONG JUDD, q A p 
—— And Many Practical Men and Women. —— 

Has al vay been acknowledged to be the dest Farm and Home Weekly Journalin the United 
States. Fourteen Departments, covering the entire Hom» and Farm, under the direct supervision 
of ay many Special Practical Editors and Editresses, aided by a large number of Special Writers 
onall Topics Butter Illustrated than any other Weekly Journal of its kind in the conntry, 

Knowing that the large rural class wants special accommodations at the coming World’s Fair, 
we have made arrangements by renting nosey Bx Acres of land covered with beautiful shade 

trees, just South of the World’s Fair Grounds—Kasily walked or only three blocks from the Bryn 
Mawr Station on the Illinois Central R, R., going direct to the grounds for a 5 cent fare 

THIS WILL BE KNOWN AS THE Oy 

Orange Judd Farmer World’s Fair Cam 4; Orange Judd Farmer World’s Fair Ca psd 
The Best Tenting Accommodations near the Grounds —A Choice (1) cf a Cot in a 

aon Practically Water-Proof Tent on a Board Floor-(2) Of Tenting Ground 
only if You have your Own Tent.—(3) Of Lodging Under Cover in 

the Annex, or (4) Lodging in a Room in the House, 

: OPENS MAY IST, {893-- CLOSES NOV. IST, 1893. 
IT IS CHEAP.—not more than half as expensive as the cheapest hotels. 
IT {8 SAVE FROM FIRE. which can not be said of but very few of the large number of the hs 

cheap hotels, two or three of which have already been condemned by Chicago building inspectors 
IT IS HEALTHY. While 4 number will be lodged in buildings, the majority will be in tents- 

and better drainage and sanitary conditions will be possible than in the ordinary World’s Pair Ho- 
XY tels.—Many of the latter have no water connections, und consequently unsanitary closets, 

LODCING ACCOMMODATIONS, oy 
,. We have secur.d over five acres of ground. On it is a two-story frame House with attic—nicely 

painted and furnished, Also a Shed (which will probably be us. d by us as a Baggage Room), and a 
Ouy nice Barn, which will be fix-d up and cleaned, and be called (tor aesthetic reasons) “Jhe Annex.”— 

Four kinds of accommodations are offered : 
1.—TENTS SUPPLIED BY US.—We expect that the larger portion of those availing them- 

selves of our Camp Grounds will find lodging inthe tents We propose to haye a large nuuber of 
10.02 Duck tents which we consider perfectly water-proof They will be on Board Floors and pro: 
vided with single cots, not to exceed fur ineach tent. ‘Those using these tents will bring their ow 
bed cloth-s and pillows, Our charge for a cotin tent on board floor, is $3 00 per week for each per 
S00 or $3.25 per week including a ye irs subsurip ion tu the ORANGE JUDD FARMER 

2.—CAMPING GROUND ONLY.—For those who furnish their own tents we will furnish 
camping ground only (without floor or Gots) at the rate of $2 00 per week for a L0xi2 tent, 07° $2.5 an 
eluding yee e subscription to the O.J Farmer, This $2.0! per week is for one person; for each 
additional person, add $1.00 per week. This #1.00 for each additional person is tor Camp privileges wh 

3.—THE ANNEX. a good-sized two-story building, is to be fitted ap with substantial cote 
with bed clothes and pillow on each. There is no division into rooms in this building. but we ex hs 

pest to ee all of one floor, svlely to «me if the demand warrants. For such a cot (or bed), with 
d clothing furnished, we charge #4 00 per week, or $4.25 p:r week, including a y-ar’s subscriptwun 

to the ORANGE JUDD FARMER. 
4.—HOUSE LODGING.— The Camp Manager will occupy a portion of the House. The (Ye 

remainder will be equipped with bedsteads, supplied with pillows, mattresses, bed clothes, etc., 
and where space permits, probably two double beds in a room, This will not be more a vwded than 
the many hotels, and as the house will bein ae ofa competent TOusee Pel , the house lodging 
will be far preferable to ordinary hotel accommodations For this we will charge $7 00 per week fo’ 
each pers , OF $1.5 per werk including Gy-ar's 8 bx ripti n to the ORANGE JUDD FARMER. 

‘FoR CHILDREN under 12 years of age we will make no extra charge provided they do not 
use a separate cot or bed. Perhaps two can be placed in the same cot, paying for one. 

COUPONS SHOULD BE SECURED NOW. 
In order that all may be provided for, we would advise to secure accommodations at as early 

a day as possible. The coupons will be issued for any one of the four classes of accommodations 
noted above on payment of the price noted, each coupon good for a certain Bpeored week (from 
Monday to Monday). By securing these now you may be sure of lodging If you wait until the 
Jast moment you may find that there is no room for you, as we must of necessity limit the number 
availing themselves of our Camp in any week so shat proper sanitary regulations may, be observed. 
Decide therefore, at once, what week or weeks you will come, send us remittance for the same. and 
we will issue you coupons at once. If later on you find that you can not come the week that you 
have purchased your coupon for, on ten days’ notice we will change it to another week _ 

Circulars giving full particulars, and sample copy of the OraNce Jupp Farmer mailed to any (8 
one, mentioning this paper, 
Send all Communications. Remittances, Etc., to 

ORANGE JUDD FARMER CO., 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago. a 
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Advertising Rates. + “You PusH THE stipe: | 
NATURE DOES THE REST.”* 

e 
All Advertisements will be inserted at the N Ss ! ee o Swarming 

space, each. 12 lines of Nonpareil space 
make’ 1 inch. The, first perfect and practical NON- 

At this rate we can allow no discount for SWARMING plan that ever was brought 
long time or large space. to completion is found at last. Nothing like 
Advertisements of 25 words or less insert- it ever done. I worked the plan on 100 colo- 

ed in our Business Department for $1.00 per nies last year (1892) and I do not make an: ; y year, three cents for each additional word. statements at random in my circular, as 
No lottery, quack-doctor, or swindling ad- each point has been fully tested. Tells you 

vertisements inserted at any price. ant bode ie No Roa or caging Queens, 

Advertisements intended for next issue Cutting cells, moving hives, or even open- 
must reach this office by the first of the ine the brood-chamber at all | Seo honey 
on with no swarming. Get into line and “keep 
Bucinoce Denartaent.  wptith, the procession” or you'll get left, 

e device will be put on the market 
Business Department. within ure seach ofeall) Gr tieeduc sHeniee 

does not supply them yet, they may be or- 
25 worus or less under this head will be insertea “ered of me by express or freight at these 

for $1.00 pr year; three couts for each additional PUN Gp ce tab. hy mails $8 Conte Gach, petra 
word. Ne Sl worker een ric : 

But one line of business can be represented in 8, BG, device works two hives, at, tens 
each notice; for instance, if you breed Queens aud BY Sure and send for circular, as this plan 
manufacture Supplies, you will have to pay $2.00 is ‘almost too. ood to believe its Dei oe 2 
if you wish to have both branches represented in ee & Ss eing true. 
this Department. eo ae H. P. LANGDON, 

| aoe a East Constable, N. Y. 

GOLDEN QUEENS. Pat. allowed. 
a ra aT a For sale by CHENANGO VALLEY APIARY, Head qu- 
arters for Go.den Italian Bees and Queens, A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio; E. Kretchmer, Red 

‘Tested, $1.50. Untested, $1.00. Send for Circular, Oak, Iowa; The W.T. Falconer Mfg., Co., 
Mrs Oliver Cole, Jamestown,N.Y. Leahy Mfg. Co. iigginsville, 

Cherburne, Ghenango Co., N.Y. Mo. 

FROM TEXAS. My bees cannot be surpassed 
for business, beauty, and gentleness, Safe arrival 2 
and satisfaction guaranteed, Untested queens— = = 
March, April, and May—$1.00 each, Send for price 7 = 

list. e Ss 
J. D. GIVENS, Box 8, Libson, Tex. = 

ES Ge Ee = 
QUEENS: = én & 

Zi rs i mi 
W. B. WEED, Ss lf iN  S 

1 7 i ar lL aN a QUEENS from cross of pure Italian and pure 7 Y-\ = 
Albino, Easily got off combs in extracting, nervous /4 XN > 
but never vicious, gentle, energetic. 2 i \N a 

Breeder, $5.00, ‘Tested $1.50, Untested, .75. 2un- = J \ 
tested $1,35, Virgin, 25¢. Satisfaction guaranteed. 3 

Hartford, Washington Co. N. Y- Re 
es Ge} 

is a a Foundation 5 
FOLLOWING LOW PRICES: 

SIX CENTS A POUND Untested, before June 1, $1.00; after, 75e: 
Tested, before June 1, $1.50; after June 1, $1.00 

less than formerly, also other Bee Supplies at See Ca ea aut 
lowest rates. Send for Illustrated Cata- Send for my price for 1893, and get prices on 

logue _and_ price-list and a copy of THE nuclei and full colonies. Cheaper than ever 
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER. before known. Write for prices on large or- 

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.  ‘ers- 

(Established 13 years.) Jamestown, N. Y. Untested (Queens warranted Purely 
Mie. sas. a SI MATTED. 

EGGS from first-class B, P. Rocks (Hawkins, OTTO J. E. URBAN, PROP 
Upham and Lambert strain), $1 per 13, Eggs > " 
warranted. John McGuire, Methuen, Mass. THORNDALE, TEXAS.
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HUBBARD BEE HIVE AND mR Te 
— NA } || 
GR INA | uh Ae Vee ‘SoSH HNN | ee | 

Za Se If you want to handle \\\\\i\ } ae 
ZF a YE) ||| pees easy by sitting down \\\N XQ | yy | 
C gg atts to it, here is the hive. AW) NS rh | ae puzames fixed and varia. \\) Hi} WS Va | 

bi TIA CHT Sait e distance combined. No | H = a SST ceceasmeecommince: Nol) Nese 
iirea: A scraping of combs toxeth- \ : a ser 

A aad iui) er. Many thousands in use ANG \Wii ee 
ely | Hd | | a aa a giving excellent satisfact- |) | aX ZA | 
AH | an, fl jon. JH UT ; Wa ee) even t WAY \Vaseeen aes) 
ANTE | eda by, tive Agents |) 
/ /U AME 3 Make Splendid Profits. |/\ iH ls hei 
PN se Neti ||" Large Circular of 20 8 hee NS b— Pee, fares Cremer ot 20 vases|| IT am Th = ==> This SECTION PRESS Sr { 

ri .* — (Pat’d,) is sold at $2.50 by apes Sl 
the leading supply dealers. Ask them for it or send to me. A boy can put together 800 to 1000 sections an hour and haye them true. Bend section around, put in press, give a little 
push—'tis done. Will last a life-time and is bound to please you. 
_ Send for my Circular about Hive, Press, Foundation Fastener, Sections, Foundation, Ital- 
ian Queens, Extractors, Veils, Honey Crates and Cases, &c., &c. It will interest you. Or send 
= eons for Fractical Book for Beginners—‘‘First Principles in Bee Culture.” llth thous- 

4 G. K. HUBBARD, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

a We are furnishing | WHITE POPLAR 
adurable, light hive 
packed with ground SECTI ONS 

i | Hcork, which, for ease ° 

of Banipuation and securing, comb honey | we have New Steam Power, and New ‘ : Buildings, and are now yeady to furnish 
Snow White Basswood Sections, $3.25 per M. | y hite Poplar Sections, Clamps, Crates and 

” ” Poplar ie 3:50 4) 99 Nees ee Be short notice. OEE 
; ‘ ality and Price unsurpassed. Send for EXTRA thin foundation, 14 sq. ft. to the lb. oe and price Wet. 

65 cts. perlb. Illustrated Circular Free. PRIME & GROVE, 

I, J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Piace, N. Y. City Bristol, Vermont. 

Epa aaaaeceeTTnSEEETT EE acca ‘Hastings leightring Gee 

8 =a |7 FR mE] ESCAPE, 
EE YQ \ FY #] SEND for sample of Hasting Lightning Bee Escape 
Bally q\ 5 aS (\\  [:::| and you will be convinced that it is the best and most 

: ee 4 aD fis 4 UN, EE] practical escape yet produced. It will clear the supers in 
i Vie (tet a) £2] a short space of time (from 2 to 4 hours),and is impossi- 
WARREN nee Ay ble for the bees to clog the passage, as they cannot re- 

turn. Each Escape guaranteed as represented, 
Price by mail 20 cents each; $2.25 per doz. Full directions with each excape, Electrotypes furnished to, 

dealers for catalogue free, Write for discount. Address M. E. HASTINGS, N. Y. Minis, Oneida Co., N. Y 

The Progressive Bee - Keeper 
Has Changed Hands. Itis now Published by the 

LEAHY MANUFACTURING CO., 

Higginsville, Mo. 
Money, Experience and Enterprise will not be lacking to make it all that its name 

indicates. Send for Free Samples and Copy of 28-page Catalogue of Apiarian Supplies.
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[he Bee-Keepers’ Enterprise. 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL 

Devoted to the Interests of the Honey Producers. 

50 CENTS A YEAR, 

BURTON L. SAGE, EDITOR & PROP. 

VOL doe NEW HAVEN, CONN., JUNE 15, 1893. NO. 2. 

(ITA ANTS Henry Alley has so improved the Tinker 
SOUND GRAIN FOR THE GRIST. and Doolittle plans of rearing queens in an 

upper story that any one can now rear all 
ERONEE sf BRANT. the queens they can use, quite handily with- 

i ee | Out de-ducthingaeineloehiver 

The very bright Italian bees have always The Pratt Swarm-hiver can be used asa 
proved very poor honey gatherers and mis- bee escape board by inserting a Porter 
erable winterers with me. escape into it or the bee escape boards may 

: e be turned into swarm-hivers. 
F. L. Smith exploded a bomb into the aon 2 

sugar camp as the May Bee-keeper will show. The new K. D. hive has its entrance at 
the top, quite a novel feature and possessing 

For transferring there is nothing better advantages to recommend it. Why not try 
than cotton string, except it be melting the the scheme by turning the bottoms into tops 

combs for wax. by reversing the strips that raise the covers 
to make an entrance? 

Ifa woman can rear queens and do it well y . . 2 : 
Baty rettier fancy work ii = Mrs. Frank Benton is to rear queens this 

there 1s no‘prettier fancy work In'the world: season. Her husband credits his success in 
The nearest we have ever come to astaple mailing successfully all over the world 

in bee fixtures is the dovetailed hive. One to her. 

ean Ba Bie roche y ino pea and.teel orstty Division boards are of no real value; an 
RULE OLE a + empty comb will do as well in contracting a 

A supply dealer is sure of giving satisfac- brood chamber for weak colonies. 
tion to customers if he has the dovetailed ae . Spy s sit is he hive to supply them. ts combinations make 4k my new glass bee-bouse as ts handy it complete and suitable to all tastes. er, and when one is rearing queens for the 

The simplest and most satisfactory manner market a warm, light house is very conyen- 
of making up nuclei is to take ne hivesand  ient. 
bees toa strange yard some distance from rods rdly a railroad-crossine- P 
the home yard,and after arranging the previ- pbtiete i Hs aly Bernas prope pence TDedn Mivesel ae ; or flag-man in this state but what could keep ously equipped hives in their places proceed ON. 8S Man I ena i Hoaupplythenimith brood bees ard 3 afew bees with pleasure and profit without 
ele nn iba Drood bees and queens interfering with their R. R. duties in the 
eae! Pe least . 

Say what you will, sealed covers will not Tha . i 
winter bees as well as absorbents either in- ie inti thane few Loum oceee 
side or out; where outside cases are notused Gurine the summer. It is more health 5 
a super filled half or two-thirds full of pack- ‘hana biovele z y 
ing material brings bees through in better Beat 
shape than when the covers are sealed down The old peg method of transferring combs 
tight. In asheltered sunny place this arrange- is worse than useless; cross sticks, tins and 
ment is almost equal to an outside case if the wires are as bad; use string; it is cheaper, 
hives are of thick lumber. quicker and better in every way.
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The coming house apiary will be of glass ies, the trouble is increased ina correspond- 
on the hot house plan. ing degree. 

Glass set into the sunny side of a winter Self-hivers may remedy this state of affairs 
case Will aid greatly in wintering out of ina great measure, but they have many faults 
to keep things pretty well dried out and if and do not bring about the condition most to 

properly packed and yentilated will prove be desired, viz., steady energetic work in 
a greut aid in winter. the supers, combined with the absence of 

The price of foundation was reduced this the desire to swarm. 
month by leading manufacturers and dealers. The editor of THe Brer-Krrprrs’ Re- 

For those who cannot devote all their time  vimw, on page 301, 1892, says, ‘What is 

to their bees there is nothing that will take — needed is to be able to placean apiary out 
eee ua nano Dice here a few miles, another out in this direction 

_The honey crop in the greater part of another in that, ete., and then have matters 
New England was above the average and it C 
will not boa great surprise if this year is 8° 8 ranged that one man can care for all of 

phenomenal. The conditions are about as them. Or these same methods must allow a 
they used to be in olden times when nuclei man to have an apiary at home and be able 
would gather a surplus. to manage it by the use of a small-part of his 

H. P. Fapedon has decoyeted a Drache! time, allowing some other business to take 

poner, plan whieh by the wa), ithe greater part of bis time 
inerease is not desired; but, very many bee- Now, brother bee-keeper, this is precisely 

Ree lt aes ai ee Just what you may, do by the use of the new and 

Q natural non-swarming plan accomplished by 

It has long beena hobby of mine to winter the use of the device now offered to the pub- 
and spring bees under glass inthe hope that aa BOGS Wenn aaa) Be : 
Tcould force them along in spring to early lie for the first time. If you havea large 
swarming, by the aid of the sun a-la-hot number of colonies, you can increase and 

house. For three ee ae carried on care for many more with less work than it 
ceteute ee enya eae es ce takes to care for what you already haye, if 
a great loss to me in time and bees. I believe You have but few and want to care for them 
a winter case can be made to do the workI with the work of an hour or two in each 
ee come ma an Cuemece ith a ud Week, and not have them swarming and run- 
on the same principal of my glass house. ing away while you are at your office or 
Now that I have discovered the secret of other work, just attach this device to their 

eee a gluse Sreeemen ts I a hives and sce how they will work for you, as 
noneee dine doing. Aoy wih ae etek though swarming was the last thing a bee 

of a large structure. If the winter case plan ever thought of. 
will work well, the cases now in general Mr. Frank Benton, Washington, D. C., 

use can be used and_the only expense will be (who, probably, knows more about bee-keep- 
inserting a light of glass at the front and. ( ees : 
the addition oka ventilator or two. We will ig the world over, than any other man in 
see. the U. 8.), wrote me under date of Jan. 5th, 

BEVERLY, Mass. — 1893, as follows:—‘In reply I may say: If, 

under the varying conditions which other 
piv meas seasons will bring, it will work as wellas you 

LANGDON’S NON-SWARMING report its having done in 1892—or even near- 
ARRANGEMENT. ly as well, it is surely one of the most valua- 
H. P. LANGDON. ble of apiarian inventions, and, after the in- 

All bee-keepers recognize the fact that if vention of the frame hive, will take rank 

bees would not swarm and still work as welj with, if not ahead of, the honey extractor 

as they do when allowed to follow their natu- and comb foundation machine. In fact, it 

ral instincts, they would get from one-fourth will be in the production of comb honey as 

to one-half more honey inan ordinary season, great a boon as the extractor has been in the 

besides saving the vast amount of work that production of honey free from comb, and in 
the owner must do to care for, or attempt to addition to this it will also be of great service 

prevent swarming, inan apiary of from 40 to to the producers of extracted honey.” This 

125 colonies; if he has one or more out-apiar- is the disinterested indorsement of a man
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who knows what heis talking about, and The manipulation of the bees to secure the 

which is also published by himin ‘Insect greatest amouut of honey is the great end to 
Life,’ No. 4, Vol. 5. be attained this month. To accomplish this 

It came tome in this way. I was very end successfully the following hints will be 
much behind with my work on accountof in place: 

building my house apiary in the spring, and Even in good seasons some apiarists meet 
when swarming time came I found Icould with disappointment owing to the error of 
not keep up by caging the queens asTintend- allowing too great a space in the brood 
ed to do, to keep them from swarming. So, chamber for the storing of honey. When- 
as Iwas depending on the crop of honeyfor ever this is done there will be difficulty ex- 
means to finish paying for the house,andas perienced in getting the bees to enter the 
it would not do to have themswarm, I did supers or sections. This can be avoided by 
more tall thinking than I ever did in the remoying all combs from the brood chamber 
same length of time in my life. The result that are not absolutely needed for brooding 

was most surprising, for, from the experi- purposes. The number needed will depend 
ments which followed, I am able to give to upon the prolificness of the queen. Some 
the bee-keeping world the first perfect, prac- queens will require eight or nine, while oth- 
tical, non-swarming plan with the least labor ers will not use more than half that number 
init, and one thatis always swre to work, of frames. My rule is to reduce the chamber 
that ever was brought to completion. 1 know to the number of frames that are actually 
it will work in the hands of all other bee- utilized. Remove all frames filled with honey 
keepers for the reason that it is (as friend from the brood chamber, filling up their 
Doolittle says of his queen-rearing) working Places with dummies. These are simply 
“along the linc of nature” or using the con- frames with thin boards nailed on the sides. 
ditions which nature gives us, to work The bees will thus be crowded for room and 

with her through the instincts of the bees. _ Will, of necessity, enter the supers. 

Of course it may not be nature’s way to run After the season is over, the frames of 

bees from one hive to another, but “you honey removed at the beginning will have 
push the slide; nature does the rest.” to be restored, and if they do not contain 
Remember, I worked the plan on 100 ample stores for winter, feeding must be 

colonies last season (1892). My crop 60 resorted to. The price of one nicé pound of 

pounds average, comb honey, increase 50 honey will buy at the present price several 

per cent.; so I do not make any of the fol- pounds of sugar. Hence the profit of secur- 

lowing statements at random, as each point ing the honey in the above way though it 

has been fully tested and proved. may necessitate some sugar feeding. 
EAst CONSTABLE, N. Y. Where plenty of old comb exists the same 

Bee course can be pursued with new swarms. 

These can be confined on five combs for a 

THE BUSY BEE IN JUNE. brood chamber with a section holder filled 

WM. BALLANTINE. with sections on top. Bees will,as a general 

There must be promptness in puttingon rule,enter them and commence storing away 

surplus boxes or sections whenever the hives the surplus nectar. Such colonies in the fall 

become crowded with bees. Let there be will need more combs and plenty of feed. 
starters of thin foundation placed in each of It can be inferred from the above that the 

these sections, and the sections put into a queen is an important factor in securing a 
section holder. These holders are simply large honey harvest. Let no queen except an 

frames made according to the dimensions of | imported or otherwise valuable one remain 

the hive, of such depth as to equal the depth in the apiary over two years. Young queens 

of the section, with slats sunk in the lower like young stock of any kind are superior to 

edges of the frame flush withits edges, and old ones. When colonies of desirable stock to 
at proper distances for the ends of the section _ breed from cast swarms, a good opportunity 

boxes to rest on. These holders may be put is then afforded to supplant all old queens 

on the top of any hive, with or without with queen cells from such colonies. This 

honey board between them. will secure young queens without expense.
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Toayoid in-and-in breeding it is well toin- headway against. They quietly remain at 

troduce from time to time new blood. If the home as though it were too cool while the 

new strain is desirable it will be beneficial to | mercury may be playing around 100 degrees. 

effect a cross. The following plain method of Alfalfa is being sown here; so we will gs PD is 3 
introducing queens will be found efficient: have another fruitful source of good honey, is ql 
Make a wire cylinder five inches long ona besides Horse Mint and other plants not yet 
broom handle by winding wire cloth once _ tested. 

anda half round and fastening with a thread We wish the ENTERPRISE all the success 

of the wire to keep itin shape. Take it off it may merit, and its readers a full measure 

and insert a cork or piece of wood in one end of the best of all sweets, honey. 

and fasten it with tacks. Cut out a piece of SEAY, OKLAHOMA. 
stiff honey comb with honey sealed over for 

the other end. Put your queen to be intro- 

ducedan this cylinder'and plus the open‘end)  Sijgaaqc cscs 7 a 

with the honeycomb. Having captured and 

removed the old queen, place the cylinder 

with the new queen between the combs, Why Our Camp! 
holding it in position by pressing the combs Rea re k 

eee a youl ae A change of Administration in Chicago has 
g cern a . 1 Pes W) do res 
by liberating the queen through the end of caused a change in Building Commissioners. 

ig the que: Sg. 
the cylinder stopped with comb. The retiring Commissioner has spent the 

MANSFIELD, OHIO. Farm Journal. — \ast two or three weeks, however, in haying 

eee ts his Inspectors make a thorough inspection of 

all the buildings in the World’s Fair District, 

ee eee that is, of those which have not blown down 
MES A. } : 

up before the sun! It is four o'clock. burned. Summing it all up, Commission- 

Birds are singing. The quail is saying, “Bob er O’Neill says that the buildings were found 

White.” in very good shape, but he adds: “They are 

mS ie a pans oe Deas im all fire-traps, however,” This is just what the 
lay is if, we are a 

west that even the sun aeaowinases the ORANGE JUDD FARMER has stated from the ges 
distance by being behind. very beginning, and is one of the main reas- 

But the bees are at home and right merri- ons for the establishment of the ORANGE 

ees aes EGE Jupp FarMER World’s Fair Camp. It pro- 

Saat ene: iieneanls oes chau avin ae vides for readers of this paper, and their 
aor qisibes for their honey friends, or any one else for that matter, a 

Thee etse: Minkeeill blooai during the ¢/@¢P lodging place, convenient to the 
Iie pare obriin north ah@nihe first ibs grounds, well-managed and above all SAFE 

June. Then there are several other plants Oe oe weey mech oe to. 
noticed last year when there were no bees note the many expressions of commendation 

in these parts. ‘That I expect to ewe va of our Camp which have been received from 

Wapleene : 2 many readers, and want to urge all who in- 
NGnie asi mie te beeecan et idl dhevetrone tend to come to the World’s Fair to live at our 

us Wicallaves here, expressing a fear that Camp. The reputation of the ORANGE JUDD 

they may be carried away so far while on FARMER is such that we can not do other- 
the wing, that they can never find their wise than treat our readers fairly. Announce- 

way Sena - ment of the Camp privileges, prices, ete., is 

rom the little I have learned by closely sent on application, and we will take pleasure 
Gbseevine day own bees, 1 ehoula: say they in sending circulars to all who may desire 

ee iis 3 7 7 
are smart enough not to venture out when them.—ORANGE JUDD FARMER, 
the wind is too strong for them to make 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago JI.
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9 . 
Bee-Keepers Enterprise. So Bro. Ex-editor Ellingwood has come 

f to grief. I was afraid he would when it was 
a agmatine announced that he had purchased a cylinder 

BURTON L. SAGE, ED. & PROP. press. However, we do not like the idea of 

TERMS :—50 cents a year in advance. Two publishing him as a humbug. 
copies, 0 cents; five for $1.75; ten or more, 3 Sa, So ear 

ENTuErMISH stopped at-the expiration of the Erlend York of the Am. B. J. says he time paid for, please say so when subscrib- never has about him over two or three 
ing, otherwise it will be continued. dollars, so that should he be robbed he 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. JUNE 16, 1893. would not lose much, neither would the 

thief be burdened with what he would get. 
3 a — That's just my case, Bro. York, especially 

A circulation for the ENTERPRISE as large since we started a bee paper. However, we 
as has the old Farmers’ Almanack is all *t@ NOt getting seared, for we have a good 
that we ask. It is said that it hangs conspic- local printing trade to back us up. 
uously in the kitchens of 165,000 farms. a 

‘We were pleasantly surprised a few days 

We received a remarkable communication #80 by # visit from br. Lambon of 32 Nas- 
about a week ago from Orion, Tl]. The  S# Street, N. Y. His visit was short, as he 
writer evidently spent so much timein ad- Was ¢” route for Boston and wished to 
dressing the outside that there was no time Catch the train. Dr. Lamborn is a great lover 
left to write anything for the inside, as there Of bees, and intended to purchase a colony 
was no enclosure whateyer. Or perhaps he from us, as he was under the pepies on 
was an absentminded individual who care- that we dealt in bees and supplies, which we 
fully wrote the letter, and then carefully 4 not. Dr. Lambon was also looking fora 
laid it away, and sealed up the empty envel- Poultry farm, as he wished to invest in 
ope. However, we do not know how that Boulbry; t00- 

may be, but we will await developments. Bro. ‘Hutchinaons ever/onl tue wate tor 

“Rambler” says on page 431 in Gleanings, "he best interest of Mich. bee-keepers, has 
that balled sageis in bloom all around his With the aid of Hon. R. L. Taylor, Hon. 
apiary. There isa certain Sage-plant in ful @ E: Hilton, and others, secured an -‘ap- 
bloom around New Haven, but it isn’t bald propiavion of $500. veal for Paying: aoe 
by any means. to conduct experiments in apiculture;” the 

i Hon. R. L. Taylor of Lapeer, has been ap- 

pointed to do the work. The Review says— 
We liked that cut of the bicycle racein  « he has had experience; he is careful, me- 

Progressive Bee-keeper between the editors — thodienl, and conscientious; and it is no dis- 
of the different bee papers, but it does seem paragement to other bee-keepers to say that 

a pity, now doesn’t it, to put our esteemed probably no better man could have been 
Bro. Hutchinson on a three-legged “bike.” chosen for the work.” Mr. Taylor will re. 

Bro. H. is certainly fully up to the times port the results of his experiments in the’ 

in the matter of editing a bee paper, and is Bee-Keepers Review, and no doubt they 
first in the race. Then why not represent wil prove to be valuable and interesting. 
him on a modern wheel, instead of one for- 

ty years behind the times. It certainly We find the following very pleasant notice 
would be more consistent with his charac. of us on page 743 the Am. Bee Journal. 

ter. The representation of Bro. Root with The first number of the Bee-Keepers’ 

his ‘garden sass” was especially good. Enterprise, the new bee-paper, is on our 
desk. It contains 14 pages and_ tinted 

etter Va cover, is neatly printed, and looks as if it 

Isee friend York is advertising Baby Car- mene ona baptahes Mee BarenEET cee, 

riages. Is that a cash adv., Bro. York, or may find in it the realization of his fondest 
have you taken one in trade? hopes.
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i BEST MANAGEMENT FOR PRODUC-~ Gleanings from our TIGtHONE: 
. AM.B. J. A LA DR. HOWARD. 1 ’ 

Neighbours’ Wheat Fields guna up the colonies, and have them 
strong and ready for the honey-flow. I would 

_—_ )  )o (aterm mous: never take from strons colonies) to buildup 

ANTI-ADULTERATION LAWS. weak ones, as we might lose the working 
AM. B. J. strength of more than one colony, at a time 

These are being enacted by various States when the production of honey would be 
that are conscientious enough to care for the worth more than the production of bees. 

morals and health of their inhabitants. This When I had bees I worked for extracted 

is right, and a national law upon the subject honey exclusively, except in one small yard 
will soon follow these State enactments. of about two dozen colonies of black bees, 
An Act to prevent the adulteration of away from home, which was worked for 

honey was introduced into the Pennsylvania comb honey. By always haying plenty of ex- 
State Legislature in March, a copy of which tra combs I never failed in getting the full 
is given below, which was sent tous by Mr.  benefitof the honey harvest. By extracting 
G. W. Bell, of Bell’s Landing, Pa.: all the honey in the yard the last of July, the 
SECTION 1.— Be it enacted by the Senate fall honey-flow was devoted to the produec- 

and House of Representatives of the Com- tion of combs, and as mentioned in my essay 
monwealth of . Pennsylvania in General of yesterday, the pungent honey gathered in 
Assembly met, and itis hereby enacted by the fall was utilized in breeding up in the 
the authority of the same, That it shall be spring. To induce bees to commence in the 
unlawful for any person or persons to adult- boxes, a good way when the brood-chamber 
erate honey by mixing with it any sweets of is full of honey, is to drive the bees into the 
whatsoever kind not gathered from flowers “boxes by smoking them, which causes them 
or blooms, or to mix together any such to emery pete enters the supers; 
erecta aes ares ey or this done at night they will commence the 
Pets whether with or without honey or work of comb-building in the sections to 
cause it to be done by any agency whatsoever deposit the honey they carried with them 
and to offer for sale, or sell without labeling from the brood-chamber. I haye neyer pro- 
it with the true name of its component. parts duced comb honey to any great extent, and 

; Ss 4 es eannot say what proportion of profit might 
with the proportion of each, and with the obtain in the production of comb or extracted 
name and location of the manufacturer. honey, but I believe that I can produce 3 or 

Suc. 2.—Any person or persons convicted ~+ times as much extracted honey. 
of a violation of any of the provisions of Sec. DOES BEE KEEPING PAY? 
Ist. of this Act shall be deemed by the court O. J. F., MRS. L. HARRISON. 
guilty of misdemeanor, and shail be fined in I know of no business which, in the same 
any sum not less than one hundred dollars length of time, wa weld ae much prey on 

a . the money invested as bee keeping, though it 
Geto) sand age mire chan Hie BCE must meet failures and reverses, and of late lars ($500), one-half of said fine togo tothe years these have been unusually numerous. 
informer, and the other half to the school ‘A business pays,in the broad sense of the 
fund. term, if, in addition to yielding a fair profit 

ee os in money. it is conductive to health, happi- 
DRIVING” BEES EXPLAINED. ness, mental culture, growth in virtue, and 

coca the comforts of home. Bee keeping stands 
If an empty hive or box is placed overan these tests well. Being pursued mostly in the 

inverted box-hive containing a colony, all open air, during pleasant weather, it cannot 
eee . 1 Le pan but be promotive of health ; and the cases are 

openings for the escape of the bees being fas- jot rare, in which’ invalids have been com- 
tened up, and the sides of the box-hive be _ pletely cured by adopting this avocation. It 
continuously pounded or drummed on for z bre eminently a ane ee comands 

some ti! swill.c » traveling Study, thought, and investigation. Whena some time, the bees will commence tr aveling family has 4a purchase honey, they do not 
up into the upper hive or box, and if the ¢onsume the quantity they would, if it were 
drumming be continued long enough, nearly to be had not for theasking, but for the tak- 
all the bees will go up. Such an operation is ing. What purer sweet is to be found? It 
called “driving” or “drumming.” “The would add largely to the health of every fam- 
former drive” means the bees driyen out at ily, if they would use more pure honey as 
the former time of driving. daily food, and less syrup.
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JUNE CARE OF BEES. Creator no doubt intended that bees should XY 
0. J. FARMER A LA MRS. HARRISON. be the servants of men, for they instinctive- : ‘ z ly cluster and remain near their old home June is the great swarming month of the Jong enough for their master to hive them, 

Northern and Middle States. Bees living in occasionally remaining over night and even 
communities in hives are not so dependent See ae on ee a en aes 

veather or anseetane clustering they had selected a home upon the weather as other insects, and  pefore issuing, and if compelled to be hiyed 
Swarms sometimes issue as early in Michi- will abscond unless precautions are taken 
gan as in Southern Illinois. Therefore every  t0 pre ene it, wes oo ene aan or CiliEw fer higine then: < oe aes carrying them into a dark cellar and keep- facility for hiving pe should be in order, ing them in perfect darkness until just a 
to use ata moment’s notive; for if the seas- fore sunset of the third day after swarming. 
on is at all favorable, swarming will be When bees which cluster ut home, and are 
common. Much time and thought have been  hived as soon as they have quietly settled, spent in trying to learn when a swarm will desert their hive they haye some good reas- 
issue and bee keepers have at last conclud- on for it. One season a large swarm issued, ed that the problem can not be solved. The and were hivyed and placed in the shade of a 
rule commouly given is; the first swarm will cherry tree; the next morning they swarmed issue as soon us the queen cells‘are sealed, out of the hive and left without clustering, and the second, the ninth day following, On investigating 1 found that the sun was but this does not hold good and is really the shining directly upon the hive, and as it was exception rather than the rule. When they avery hot morning, they were too warm are all ready to go,even haying their haver- and concluded to seek Cooler apartments. sacks packed, the order is sometimes count- This taught mea lesson; when the swarm ermanded, the honey put back in the cells, was placed under the tree, it stood in the 
and the bees go forth to labor as usual. They shade, the sun being directly overhead. but change their minds on the eve of departure in the morning the sun shone under it. Some if the weather is unpleasant, or the blossoms _ bee keepers recommend and practice putting 
yield an insufficient supply of honey. If,in 2 comb of unsealed brood in the hive claim- 
the swarming season, but few bees leave ing that bees never desert unsealed brood. 
the hive ofastrong colony ona clear, calm, I formerly procticed it, but have abandoned 
warm day, when other swarms are working it, as unnecessary and quite troublesome, 
busily you may look for a swarm, unless When swarms are issuing very fast. If bees 
the weather suddenly becomes unfavorable. are putin a clean well ventilated hive, as The old queens which accompany the first soon as they have quietly settled, and are swarins are heavy with eggs, and fly with placed away from where they clustered, so difficulty and on that account are shy of ven- that the scouts will not entice them away, 
turing out except on still days, but young and are protected from the rays of the sun, queens do not exercise so much discretion. I they will seldom desert. I have read about 
have had swarms come out as early as 7 bees being enticed to cluster in one place o’clock in the morning, but that is exception- by putting up an old wool hat, a ball of dead 
al; the majority issue between 10 o’clock in bees with strings of dead bees dangling 
the morning and 2 o’¢lock in the afternoon. from it, or an old black stocking pinned to T have had two swarms come off even later, a limb ofa tree. I have tried all of these, but they had young queens; no old dame and they failed. I never had one swarm 
would be guilty of such indiscretion. I have cluster upon them. Tying a caged queen to been amused by persons telling me to beat a limb to entice swarms to settle is recom- 
ona pan when a swarm isin the air, Tang- mended but I have never tried it. Where 
ing has been practiced since the days of swarms cluster, there is often wax upon the 
Aristotle. butit does no good except toease limb, and several swarms will sometimes 
one’s feelings. I would enjoy the “music,? cluster upon the same spot. The nicest way 
but when thereis a swarm in the air, 1 have to hive aswarm, is to remoye the limb upon something more important to do than beat- which they have settled, carry it to the hive, 
ingona pan, The hive must bein order. I and placing itat the entrance, remove a few 
do not wash it out with apple leaves but I bees and direct them to it. If shaken violent- 
see thatit is cool and fresh. I dash ina pail ly, the bees might take wing and again 
of cold water to remove any dust or insects cluster. A wire basket, or a peach basket - 
which may have gathered there. While Iam fastened to the end of a long pole isa great 
preparing the hiye, the bees have rounded convenience in removing bees from high 
up in the air and clustered. If they haye trees, where they have clustered. A jarge tin 
decided to leave, any amount of tin pan noise dishpan, well answers the purpose of a hiy- 
will not stop them, ing basket, as the bees cannot run up its 

Some bee keepers Claim to stop them smooth, polished surface. It would delight 
when they are about leaving by throwing the heart of every bee keeperif he had to 
water or dirt among them, and others by, work early and late, putting together sec- 
flashing the sun’s rays on them witha mir- tions, filling cases and putting them on the 
ror, or by firing a gun among them. Bees, hives during the month. Do not put them 
like men, are not convinced against their on too early; when the combs are drawn 
will, and will soon desert their hive. The out white, do not delay longer.
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BUYING BEES AT SWARMING TIME. getting bees into boxes is to take a table fork 
GMT EL RMR A TAMERS CTARRISONT and scratch the combs containing honey; in 

< p order to repair this damage, all the honey 
If bees are remoy ed as soon as hived, they must be removed, and to make room for it, 

mark their location and remain. 1 have sold it will be carried above and deposited in the 

old colonies in Spring which were moved a sections, This plan I use when I have toward 

mile or so, and so many returned to their old the end of the season a lot of ‘partially ‘filled 

location that I put a frame of brood in a hive sections andl have never failed to have tay 

and placed it there to receive them. It weak- sections nicely finished, so that carrying over 
ened the colony I had sold, but I could not halé-filled cectionet6 siothee seqsGu is Caves 

make themreturn. Ifa swarm is purchased ly obviated, besides getting all of my sections 

and removed as'soon ae) hived, nos oe get in a marketable condition. I utilize all of the 
return; if bees are seen for a few days flying surplus honey in the brood-chamber. 

around where they clustered, they are scouts 

which were away looking up 2 home when RELATION OF BEES TO HORTICTULURE. 

the swarm was removed. A first swarm of AM. B. J. A LA DR. HICKS, 
Italian bees, hived upon framesof comb or ‘Thus we see that the Great Architect of the 

foundation, would be the best fora beginner Universe has given to man the bees as a valu- 

to have. Then he may lift out the frames and able co-worker in perfecting his wonderful 
become familiar with the interior of a hive, designs in Nature, which are for the good of 
see the eggs, larve, etc., and learn when# aj] concerned. It is also equally true that if 
colony is ina normal condition; if he learns — j¢ were not for the valuable aid that the bees 

when a hive is just right he will know when — anq some other insects perform in fertilizing 
it is wrong. Some writers tell beginners to many of the blooms of fruit-trees and garden 
purchase black bees in box hives, transfer plants, we should soon be found wanting in 
and introduce Italian queens. 1 think such proper supply of fruits and seeds, in earry- 

advice is all wrong; better for a veteran than ing on the laudable business of horticulture 
or a novice. After he has handled bees for a as well as fail in having seeds of a good qual- 

few years he might increase his colonies in ty at planting time. 

that way, but this is not the best way to Then let me ask, would it not be good poli- 

begin. cy for all who wish to succeed in the one to 
SHADE FOR BEES. also at least provide a few colonies of bees to 

i ae aid in carrying on the other? I have no long- 

OSs > SARE A UA MS HARBISON; spun theories to offer as to the necessity of all 
Wen Soe yam yhivedaeshonld nop Be who can do so to keep a few colonics of bees; 

placed ie the: sun, or’ the, bees may reve aD but itis a well-known fact that many of our 

see ney appees to ney ae feat ot vegetables, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and 
their combs melting or breaking down. W hen other garden products are greatly aided by 

eee ee ES es eno ge Dene Le the work of the bees ini visiting each bloom- 
moved to its destination, exercise great care ing plant, which is sure to exchange pollen 

gene CS amos un tae ay nen foupe from one to another, and thus aiding the til- 

Bento ed arog oietance, 1h oe WUD ler of the soil as God’s grand work in matur- 
wring out a sheet or blanket in cold water so. Se eat : s 

eat # i oan ing and furnishing a bountiful crop to the 

eoaett wall Moedzip, fold i up ae uh ee husbandman as well as much aid to the 
snugly over the frames and nail wire gauze orcGtanat. 

over the entrance. Never load a hive of bees 

into a wagon, until it is positively known HONEY FOR MEDICINE: a 

that not a single bee can escape; where hors- OS eRe ES) ear 

es are stung to death by bees it is usually the ee wale ee Oe neu oe 

result of carelessness. taken warm, a teaspoonful at a time, every 
half hour, is a valuable remedy for a cough. 

GETTING BEES TO WORK IN For diseases of se Bae cronyeng pan 

organs ure honey has r a 8 

Se SUlONS: pe Saluay aia it nlgO apoeeS to have the 
AMT Bod ALA MARSHALL: power of disturbing the formation of fungoid 

I produce mostly comb honey. My planof growth.
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BRO. ROOT IS STILL RIDING HIS LATEST HOBBY. 

ye ed oe Said I, as I fetched up before 
- ey A tons Fes igs mae , the door, “Bring on your pachage of plants.?* 

W e were not impressed very favorably Jt took a minute to get Hye rack a place 
with Jake Smith’s articles in Gleanings at and off [ started. It was fully half a mile to 
first, but Zed’s Honey-Peddling Machine on the new depot. I a the a aeoone des This 48 ool 3 ing before the locomotive did, but my bas- 
page 391 wy good. ‘This is what Bro. Root ket slipped once so that I was obliged to get 
says about it editorially :— off. As it was, 1 came up behind the train, 
“Look here, friends; I have got something handed the basket into the express car with 

to say about that invention. I do not mean the receipt all made out, just as the train got that I ever thought of it before, because I under way. Give me a smooth road, even 
didn’t. T never thought of such a thing until though it is a little up grade, and it is only I saw the picture on page 391; but ever since play to make 100 pounds (besides yourself 
that picture came before my eyes I have been and wheel) just hum. 
thinking about it; and my candid opinion is, Almost all my life—at least during my that Zed has struck on a great inyention, business life—I haye longed for something 
Why, if you will give me such a machine, that would enable me to get from place to 
and only a tolerably fair road, and put pneu- place faster than I could walk. A horse and matic tires and bull bearings on those two buggy might do were it always hitched up 
back wheels, I will guarantee to take Mrs, and ready; but even then a horse and buggy 
Root and the smallest of the children, and is unwieldy in getting started and in stop- 
give them about as much speed as they can ping. Another thing, 1 cannot put my own 
stand. I shouldn’t want to go up hill very muscle and energy into a horse. I did not much, but I think I could standa moderate suppose it was possible to find in this world 
incline. No wonder old Jake has stopped his of ours anything that would fill this long- 
work and sat down with his whip across his felt want; but the wheel does the business. knee. The main trouble at the present time Oftentimes I am off at one end of the farm, is a lack of suitable roads for sucha vehicle. when I suddenly recollect that I ought to 
Just give me a good road, and 1 will manage be immediately at the other end. I have the rest of it. Ido not believe anybody atthe learned by experience that it will not do for 
present time has any sort of conception of me torun, even ifit were the thing to do; . 
what the future will bring forth in the line but people have already become so accus- 
of that picture. You need not think I have tomed to seeing me rushing past (faster than 
given up carrying the mails because I am~ a horse) on my wheel, they do not mind it. 
not talking about it. We have been behind Nature does not mind it either. I ean ride 
on orders for plants, you know. Well, afew just_as fast as I please, and the bad effect 
days ago the train was whistling that should produced is seen only on the provisions at 
have carried an important shipment of plants dinner-time. The wheel seems almost a part 
Our clerk in the express room was just say- of my make-up, and I begin to wonder 
ing, as I whirled up on my wheel, ‘Well, whether it was nota part of the plan of the 
there is no use. A. I. can’t carry that pack- Almighty from the beginning. If so, I am 
age, even if he were here.” He thought the sorry for the people who lived a genera- 
package was too heavy, and that the time tion ago.”
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Fair (2 Books) to any Subscriber at $1.00.a year, 

. by adding 5c to pay postage and packing. i] Ol [ viser 
Send for free samp.e copy, naming this paper. 

— ADDRESs — A journal devoted to poultry raising. 

ORANGE JUDD FARMER CO., 50 CENTS A YEAR, SAMPLE COPY FREE. 

358 Dearborn St., - CHICAGO, ILL. earn z p Printing for Poultrymen, 

ATA TAD 2 Send for samples and prices. Cheapest printing 
Weekly ORANGE JUDD FARMER, youse in tne west. Book work a spectaty. 

$1.00 a Year=-with Premium $1.05 
DE_VERDERG BNTR > W.J. PARTRIDGE Monthly BRE-KEEPERS’ ENTERPRISE, RTR 2 

$ .50 a Year--with Souvenir $ .60. Carmi, Ills. 

BothPapers and Premiums $1.05. Pub. “Poultry Adviser” and “Christian Explorer.”
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Advanced Bee-Culture f 

j Its Methods and Management. f 

By W. Z. HUTCHINSON. 
y f 

i a book of nearly 100 pages that begins with The Care of Bees in Win- 

) 1o ter, and then tells how they ought to be cared for in the spring in tj 

{ order to secure the workers in time for the harvest. Then Hives and ‘Their a 

} Characteristics, Honey Boards, Sections, Supers, and Separators are discussed. y 

, The Best Methods of Arranging Hives and Buildings and Shading the Bees f 

4 are described. Varieties of Bees, Introducing Queens and Planting for Honey 4 

| are next given a chapter each. Then the Hiying of Bees, Increase, Its Man- 4 

G agement and Control, and Contraction of the Brood Nest are daly consid- eS 

i ered; after which Comb Foundation, Foul Brood, Queen Rearing, the Rais- f 

4 ing of Good Extracted Honey, and “Feeding Back” are taken up. After § 

4 the honey is raised, then its Preparation for the Market, and Marketing t 

J are discussed. Then Migratory Bee-Keeping, Out-Apiaries, and Apiarian { : 

( Exhibits at Fairs are each given a chapter. After this comes the question Y 2 

j of Wintering, which is discussed in all its phases. The Influence of Food, { 2 

4 Ventilation, Moisture, Temperature, Protection, ete., etc., are alltouched up- 

}) on. ‘There are also chapters upon Specialty versus Mixed Bee-Keeping, y 

, Comforts and Conveniences of the Apiary, Mistakes in Bee-Keeping, etc., f 

j etc.,—32 chapters in all. y 

f Price of the book, 50 cts.; the BrE-KEEPERS’ ENTERPRISE one year y 

f and the book for $.75. f 

BURTON L. SAGE, = New Haven, Conn.
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Pratt’s For Swarming Bees. 
: Automatic or self hiving devices haye been experimented 

Automatic with for many years. Hiver after hiver has been placed 
before beekeepers, tried, found wanting and cast aside, and 

it was not until the Pratt device was made public that a 
—OR— successful Self Hiver was known of, 4 

‘ e The Pratt Self Hiver or Swarmer has been so thoroughly 
Self H IVEY, Jexviainea and ittustrated by all the bee papers that it would be use- 

less to go into a detailed explanation of it here, ‘The simplest and 
most satisfactory way is to order a complete Sample, ready to put into a hive; sent to you by mail post 
paid for 75 cents, ; 

The Pratt Self Hiver has been tried and is highly recommended by Mr. Root of GuEANINGSs, Medina, 
Ohio, and other prominent bee masters. It can be used on any kind of hive. 
Price, —8 frame size—1 Sample Hiver complete, by mail, 75¢ 6 Hivers in flat, by express, 
$3.00. 12, $5.00. ' 

When ordering, state the kind of hive you use and give outside dimensions over the frames so I may 
know what size to cut the escape board. Aiso state the depth of bee space, both above and below the frames. 

Address E, L. PRATT, Beverly, Mass. 

TESTED Did You Kn 
Queens are usually sold for $2.00. Iwill OW 

explain why I wish to sell a few at less That my 44page Catalogue is now 
than that. As most of my readers know, ready? I have the largest stock of BEE= 
Ire-queen my apiary each spring with KEEPERS’ SUPPLIES in New Eng. _ 
young land at prices 

QUEENS Way Down. | 
From the South. This is done to do away coats ee 
with swarming. If done early enough it My brand of XX White thin Founda- 
is usually successful, It will be seen tion, 12 feet to the pound, is the finest 
reaie due cn catem iced by tibsoyonne in the market—so say miy customers: 
queens are neyer more than a year old; Just: send a postal for SAMPLE and 
in fact, they are fine, tested, Italian peEeee = 
queens right in their prime; yet, inora- | Before you forget it. 
er that they may move off quickly, and i 
thus make room for the untested My bees having wintered in good shape 
queens, they will be sold for only as my old reliable Strain of Italians 

always do. I will sell 

$1.00. — 50 Colonies 
Or I will send the Review for 1893 and Ea) - : ai 
one of these queens for only $1.75. ee pee. ie zeae ny See 
Borg Towiltsend tne Review, the Also Nucleus Colonies and Queens to | 

suit the times. queen and the book “Advanced Bee {oud dada Las tine. suai 
Culture.” If any prefer the young, lay- SOL DOC RNY CORE Ara Ye a era 

fe 7 be pleased to hear from you and will 
ing queens from the South, they can 3 es oe 

have them instead of the tested Saran tee "yOu ey ery cae seca 
queens, at the same price. A discount the lowest possible prices. Address, 

given on large orders for untested if ’ F j Sigs def low muy ce sees) Wins W. Cary. Calan 
and a price will be made, Ih. : ary, 0 Fait, ASS, 

7 5 - Please mention Bee-Keepers’ Enterprise 
W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich. when writing. 

\ s 2 2 
Cheap 30 CENTS buys but good" ©. CARD “Printing 

25 Cards, 25 Envelopes Highwood, 
25 N. Heads printed. Conn. §
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